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REA's EMT Flashcard Reserve Raise your score with 300 must-study test queries! REA's flashcard
publication for the EMT test helps you verify your test-readiness and get yourself a high score.
Our flashcard book is the perfect refresher and will be offering a quick and convenient method
to practice answering queries while pinpointing your strengths and weaknesses. The book also
includes fun factual statements about the medical/EMT profession and its own history. The
publication contains 300 must-study queries that cover all the test classes on the EMT exam:
airway and inhaling and exhaling, cardiology, medical, obstetrics and pediatrics, and trauma.
Useful icons help you locate questions by subject matter, so you can review and test your
knowledge in specific areas. Written by an expert with nearly 30 years of encounter in the fire
and EMS arenas, our flashcards give you full scenarios to evaluate in a multiple-choice file
format, just like the actual check. Write your answer on leading of the card, then evaluate it to
the reply on the back of the cards. Unlike most flashcards that come loose in a container, our
flashcards are bound in an organized, portable publication that makes learning a breeze. REA's
EMT flashcards are ideal for on-the-move review and perfect for specific, classroom, or group
study. This concise query and reply format makes it simple to get the right solution, and we give
details explaining why the answer is correct.
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This book will help test you on the basics! Remember that the NREMT asks the hardest version of
a question and you will be phrased much differently after that what you will find here. I'd be
interested in hearing from other purchasers and testers. If you are looking to plan your NREMT
the queries in this book are far to easy and can not adequately prepare you. I waited too long to
check it out, not realizing just what a great source it is with analysis of disadvantages and
capability to re-consider the practice test. I studied 4 hours aday 4 days weekly for two weeks
per month after finishing up my emt course. I offered my first try to content I made the buy!
especially on the run. Great study materials for NREMT! It got a query explaining the rule of
nines, that was on her check more often than once. I didn't actually crack open the other two
books. This flash cards book was the best and definitely helped me in areas I was lacking or
starting to push to the back of my head.. Great book Honestly if it wasn't because of this book, I
most likely wouldn't pass the test in my first trial, all you need is in this book, all you need to do
is put some time on it.. I can tell my confidence level skyrocketed and every query that popped
up was familiar. Easy to follow review Great circumstances and questions. Convenient Study
method This book is great for quick review. I needed something lightweight and easy to flip
through while I was on shift and I love that the "cards" don't get dropped or jumbled in this
format. This has been a great refresher for me as I prepare yourself to move to a fresh area and
will be taking department exams in an identical format. I would recommend these. Must have
for ALL EMT students Helped me with my EMT course A LOT! Friends from course also bought it
when they saw my duplicate! Great review when awaiting to consider the NREMT. And . YOU CAN
DO IT, FUTURE EMTs. My girl did say some of the questions were out of date, such as the one
that talked about mouth to nasal area for babies. Don't forget the value of the web . Don't forget
the value of the web supplement.. Using the queries plus a BINGO video game I intended to get
the college students prepared to take their test. An excellent review..Overall it is a good overview
of the basics and an excellent efficient way to quiz yourself . Yeah! She said you never touch a
patient, you will have something in between. I bought this book along with two others to study
for my NREMT exam. A great review. Valuable for Learning for the EMT Basic Test -Explains the
Rule of Nines for Burns This is invaluable to my daughter when she took her EMT test. However,
she thanked me for buying on her behalf and stated it helped her to pass the test! Will become
purchasing their other products for chemistry and finally for paramedic studies.. Great deal
Bought this study guidebook to help EMT students. Passed EMT-B on the initial try. It is a lot
questions and getting the answers and the whys is great for teaching and learning. helped with
test prep I used this for check prep and passed the test about the first attempt. Was content the
the layout of the book and wouldn't change a thing.. helped her study daughter used them for
EMT program and it helped Good book. Good quick review. Appears to be vert outdated with so
questions. I am today a qualified EMT with help out of this book and along with my own learning
from my textbook. Wonderful My daughter could move the National EMS check after studying
this reserve! Just what a great Christmas present! Is apparently vert outdated with thus
questions. And the actual fact that their is certainly no reference to the National Registry in the
books description or marketing makes me think it isn't the right book. However, if you are just
getting started this book can help test you on the basics. Study hard and you will pass on your
first test. Addresses many categories! challenging to use need to cut cards out, challenging to
use, just like a package of flash cards, but was ok Highly recommend Helped with studying a lot
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